Expert Consulting & Advisory
Expert services to help companies
optimize operations, reduce risk, make
informed decisions, and enhance value.
At Breakwater, we know there is always a better way. We innovate
process and automation to create efficient and effective approaches
to information intelligence. Our solutions drive speed to insight for
our clients, enabling them to act quickly and confidently with their
information, whether responding to legal discovery, improving
compliance, or protecting sensitive data. And our results deliver
measurable value—reducing risk, improving quality, and saving
money.

Areas of Expertise
•

Information
Governance

•

Litigation & Disputes

•

Investigations &
Regulatory Response

Information Governance
Breakwater’s deep expertise across the spectrum of data-driven risk, as
strategic advisors and reactive consultants, gives us the ability to
synthesize internal and external factors impacting your business, and
identify avenues for mitigation or resolution. We can help you build a
strategic framework for your organization that allows you to control risk
exposure and react seamlessly and swiftly, when necessary.
Our unique combination of consulting and modular platform enables
custom solutions to address your organization’s most pressing
governance needs. We can provide analytical insights into areas of
exposure and then work with you to implement best-of-breed solutions,
including workflow, policies, procedures, data management, and
architecture to work within your current environment.

Litigation & Disputes
Breakwater experts emphasize the criticality of accuracy, efficiency, and
transparency, particularly when large amounts of data or complex
technical processes are at issue. We help organizations and counsel
strategically mitigate data risks in a dispute by leveraging our expertise
and technical solutions to garner early, actionable data insights and
develop repeatable, defensible solutions.
We assist organizations and counsel with scoping potentially relevant
or high priority data sources, aggregation and analysis of disparate data
sources, identifying key data insights to inform case strategy, damages,
and exposure analyses, and expert opinions related to data-driven
processes. We provide comprehensive advisory services related to data
strategy and process improvement to mitigate the time, cost, and data
risks associated with litigation or disputes.

• Cybersecurity, Privacy,
Data Risk

•

Legal Data &
Technology

Investigations & Regulatory Response
Breakwater’s multidisciplinary team provides deep expertise in investigations, data, and technology to
protect your organization. Our data experts and technology solutions enable organizations to
strengthen governance and controls and garner early insights from key data sources to predict, detect,
and remediate potential regulatory risks and exposures.
In the event of allegations of fraud or misconduct, Breakwater assists companies and their legal counsel
to swiftly and strategically investigate, respond to, and resolve regulatory inquires. Our experts will work
with you on all aspects of an investigatory inquiry, including developing a data strategy, fact gathering,
analysis of key data sources, reporting on key findings, and implementing improved controls to deter
future risks.

Cybersecurity, Privacy, Data Risk
Breakwater experts draw on years in regulatory enforcement, military intelligence, legal practice and
consulting, privacy development, and advisory work to bring clarity to preparation, management, and
response. We bring data, technology, and industry insights together to implement solutions to know
where risks may arise, how to address those risks, and simultaneously create response plans that are
fluid, rehearsed, and delivered when crises occur.
We work with you to understand infrastructure, data footprints, and current framework to bring best-inclass solutions to complement your existing capabilities and bridge any areas of exposure. Additionally,
we manage the risk tolerance as the landscape for cyber and privacy evolves to ensure that your
solutions address today’s and tomorrow’s needs.

Legal Data & Technology
Rapid changes in technology, globalization, and regulation have pushed legal departments and law
firms into a digital, transformed, and accelerated way of working. Timelines, expectations, and
relationships have evolved, and now more than ever, legal professionals are expected to operate with
purpose and efficiency. Clients, whether external or internal, require responsive, agile, and practical
solutions.
Breakwater’s Legal Data & Technology Solutions experts enable legal departments and law firms to be
truly digital, agile, and data driven. We will help you define and implement clear, forward-looking,
practical strategies with streamlined processes that create value by marrying people, process,
technology, and, crucially, data. Whether you need a light touch to assess your current state, a deeper
dive into best practices, or a strategic partner in a major, global transformation, we are here to support
you.

About Breakwater
Breakwater helps mitigate risk and gain insight from sprawling information by combining technology
automation and human expertise. Our expert consulting, software, and managed services address the
challenges within information governance, disputes and investigations, regulatory compliance, privacy,
cybersecurity, and legal operations. Our solutions allow governance, legal, and risk professionals to
locate, access, analyze, and manage information by making data transparent and actionable.
Breakwater helps clients in public and private sectors mitigate risk, improve productivity, and increase
profitability by transforming how they use data.
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